I am a very typical alpha, but I have been hunting for a lifetime, so do not think about running away from me. Hit me up if you want to be my prey.
What are your best physical features and why?

Who do you think is one of the smartest hominins in the world? Yes, that is us. We have bigger brains than *Homo sapiens*, we are much faster than other species. Our smaller legs and our special bone structures allow us to be better suited to sprint. Our bigger brains is another advantage for us because it allows us to learn, make tools, and have potential for symbolic/abstract thinking.
What are your special skills and/or favorite hobbies?

Do you like to adventure into the woods and hunt? I will be the perfect match for you. Since our ancestors, we have been hunting and making tools for a lifetime. Moreover, if you are bored, we will always have time to run around the forest and exercise.
What are you looking for in a partner?

I am very open-minded when it comes to looking for a partner. It would be great to sometimes have a partner who would be able to hunt with me, and most importantly, I do not mind if my partner is a distant relative or not. I am very open to distant cousins.
**What is your favorite food and how do you like it prepared?**

Even though it may seem like we only like meat, we also do eat plants, pine nuts, mushrooms, and even moss. The types of meat we like to eat and hunt are ducks, geese, and wild cattle. Furthermore, seafood is one of my favorite foods. For instance, I love eating mussels, limpets, eels, and even ate sharks before. When we usually gather our food, we would cook it through our fire and boiled the food into trays.
I am currently binging “Family Affair,” on CBS because it is something I am able to relate to. It is a very a common thing that occurs in our species, and honestly, I do not understand the conflict and problem with it.
Describe your perfect date

My perfect date is going on a hike in the forest and maybe exercising in the forest. We can hunt some animals, and eat cook some good seafood together after or stop by our cave to paint some pictures.
On a typical weekend you will find me

Usually, on a weekend, I will be either going out with my fellow friends to spear hunt large game, such as horse, bison and even a reindeer. Moreover, we would usually scrape the skins of these large game after we finish our hunt.
What are 5 things you couldn’t live without?

I would not be able to live without:

1) Spear hunting
2) Running
3) Drawing
4) Making complex stone tools
5) Adventuring out in the woods
Message me if...

Message me if you are interested in an alpha guy who is able to hunt any animal down and want to have an wholesome time in the woods.